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Description

12 Port ST Simplex FOBOT DIN Mini Frontplate | Suitable
for 015.004.0011
Elevate your fiber optic connectivity with the 12 Port ST Simplex FOBOT DIN Mini Frontplate, a versatile and high-quality
solution designed to enhance your network infrastructure. Crafted from durable black powder-coated steel, this frontplate
ensures longevity and robust performance in various applications. The ST Simplex connectors offer reliable connectivity,
making it suitable for use with the 015.004.0011 fiber optic components.

 

Designed with efficiency in mind, the FOBOT DIN Mini Frontplate accommodates up to 12 ports, providing ample space for your
fiber optic connections. Its compact form factor and DIN rail compatibility make it a space-saving and easily mountable solution
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in diverse environments. The black powder-coated steel construction not only adds durability but also contributes to a sleek
and professional appearance.

 

Experience seamless integration and organization of your fiber optic connections with the 12 Port ST Simplex FOBOT DIN Mini
Frontplate. Whether in industrial settings or data centers, this frontplate ensures reliable and efficient fiber optic connectivity,
making it an essential component for optimizing your network infrastructure.

FEATURES
Port Capacity: Accommodates up to 12 ports, providing extensive connectivity options for fiber optic components.
Connector Type: Equipped with ST Simplex connectors, ensuring reliable and efficient fiber optic connections.
Material: Constructed from durable black powder-coated steel, offering robustness and longevity in various
environments.
Compatibility: Designed for use with the 015.004.0011 fiber optic components, ensuring seamless integration into your
network infrastructure.
Form Factor: Compact DIN Mini Frontplate design, saving space and facilitating easy mounting in diverse applications.
Professional Appearance: The black powder-coated steel construction contributes to a sleek and professional look,
suitable for various settings.
Versatility: Suitable for a range of environments, including industrial settings and data centers, ensuring flexibility in
application.

SPECIFICATION
Measurements: 
Material: Black Powered Steel

WARRANTY
1-year limited warranty
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